Abstract-This paper presents image processing algorithms systems [13] [14] [15] and many tele-operated systems [16] [17] [18] , to for cell structure recognition, which provides the desired name just a few. These systems are limited in throughput and deposition destinations without human interference for an reproducibility because operator input (e.g., locating features automated cell injection system. Adherent cells (endothelial and destinations) or operator involvement (e.g., switching cells) are the main focus. The surface and shadow information . . of the nucleoli of endothelial cells is used to extract their locations, which subsequently produce a desired deposition required. A major holdup is the need for operator input and destination inside the nucleus by Delaunay triangulation. 436 oversight in selecting or identifying specific target locations nucleoli were 92% correctly recognized, paving the way for an or/and cells. automated adherent cell injection system to be developed.
FOR investigating specific cellular responses, drug i) to replace an operator to recognize the cell structures, compounds and biomolecules need to be delivered into and thus generate the deposition destinations; and individual biological cells in a precise and dose-controllable ii) to provide the highly accurate sensor input to control manner. For instance, four genes, OCT4, SOX2, NANOG, the micropipette tip, which is moved to the deposition and LIN28, introduced into human somatic cells, were found destinations to conduct the injection. Especially, to align the to be sufficient to reprogram those cells to pluripotent stem micropipette tip with the cells in height. cells that exhibit the essential characteristics of embryonic Correspondingly, the challenges for machine vision in the stem cells [1] . Apart from genes, the nucleic acid based context of cell injection lie in two main aspects: molecules, such as short interfering RNA (siRNA) and i) robust recognition of the cell structures regardless of antisense oligonucleotides (AS-ON) [2] , which inhibit surrounding environments such as the illumination, cell disease or cancer-related gene expression, need to be medium, cell holding device, and variations for cell size and delivered into cells to evaluate their effectiveness. morphology; and Many technologies have been developed for cellular ii) precise location of the micropipette tip in height with material delivery, including ultrasound technique [3] , respect to the deposition destinations. Once these two open electroporation [4] , nanovector-based delivery [5, 6] , and challenges are addressed it will become possible to integrate mechanical microinjection [7] . Among these techniques, machine vision with a motorized stage or micromanipulator microinjection is effective in delivering macromolecules of a with a high precision positioning resolution (e.g., 40nm) to soluble or insoluble compound into almost any cell type with construct a fully automated cell injection system. high rates of cell viability [8] , involving a glass micropipette, Recently, a first-of-its-kind fully automated zebrafish which is manipulated to poke cells and deposit materials embryo injection system was developed [19] . The system is inside. In the laboratory, the state-of-the-art microinjection is currently being extended to handle adherent cell injection. As typically conducted manually and the operator has to stare at the second challenge has been addressed and reported by images either through the microscope objectives or displayed Wang et al [20] , the focus in this paper is on the image on a monitor, while moving the micropipette tip to the processing for cell structure recognition and the desired deposition destination. In addition, this destination is determination of the deposition destinations based on the selected manually and varies among cells, requiring further recognized structures. significant operator input and experience. The laborious task
In this research cells may be broadly classified as of current manual injection thus easily causes fatigue in suspended cells (e.g., embryos/oocytes) and adherent cells injection technicians, and hinders performance consistency (e.g., HeLa cells, fibroblasts, and endothelial cells). Here, and success rates [9] [10] [11] [12] . Hence, there is a significant and endothelial cells are chosen for injection study. Endothelial growing demand for fully automated, high-throughput cells line the entire circulatory system from the heart to the injection systems.
smallest capillary, playing important roles in the vascular Efforts in automating cell injection have been continuous, system. In vitro, sticking to the Petri dish surface, endothelial resulting in a visually servoed system [7] , semi-automated cells do not require immobilization efforts. They are also highly irregular in morphology, which makes robust pattern structure of a cell injection system involving machine vision for the adherent cells is introduced. Fig. 4 . pixels on the normalized image which have an intensity less than a given amount, which is chosen to be 50. The dark pixels are then grouped into connected components. The and thus represent the nucleoi' s shadow.
For a candidate shadow to be the 'real' shadow, three criteria need to be met:
i) It is in the right place in relation to the surface within a V. DETERMINATION OF DEPOSITION DESTINATIONS tolerance. The "right place" is defined as more than 80% of the shadow lying in the bottom right hand corner region The nucleoli typically occur in pairs in the nucleus for these defined as "R" in Fig. 5 ; cells. Therefore, a deposition destination that is guaranteed ii) The shadow and the surface are about the same size within to lie within the nucleus is between close pairs of identified a factor of 2; and nucleoli. Two nucleoli are detected as being part of the
iii) The shadow is not simply a vertical or horizontal line. nucleus when they lie within a specified tolerance of each other. This tolerance may be readily empirically determined A surface and shadow are paired according to the distance based on the type of cells. The procedure is described as between them being less than 10 pixels, which can be easily follows: adapted experimentally in the field of view of camera used. i) The centre of each identified nucleolus is first found; Given a pair of these two components corresponding to the ii) A Delaunay triangulation is then performed on the centre surface and shadow of a nucleolus, a boundary surrounding points of each nucleolus. This approach enables very fast and them is obtained by computing the convex hull, which is efficient calculation of the closest point to each nucleolus; used as an approximation to the boundary of the nucleoli. iii) The distance between the centres of each identified This approximation is reasonable as the shadow increases the nucleolus is computed and pairs that lie within a specified size of the nucleoli by typically only about 10%. An tolerance are characterized; and approximation to the boundary of each nucleolus allows a iv) Denote the line connecting the centres by L1. The further set of criteria used to abandon spurious nucleoli, deposition destination is determined to be half way between More specifically, these criteria are: the two points defined by the intersection of L1 and the i) The enclosed area of the convex hull, measured by the boundaries of each nucleolus. number of pixels of each candidate nucleolus, must be sufficiently large but not too large, with the constraint: 80<Area<500 pixels; and
ii) The smallest distance in the x or y direction is no smaller VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION than one tenth of the larger distance in the opposite direction.
The first step of the algorithm after loading the images is to perform the normalization procedure of Equation (1 The next step is to look for shadows with an intensity below the threshold of 50, to the right and downwards from the "light regions" as described in the algorithm above. The end result is given in Fig 7, which shows all the "light regions" in blue and the shadows or "dark regions" in red.
Note that Fig. 7 To demonstrate the algorithm of detecting the injection site, the image from The end result after applying the algorithmfor finding proposed in this paper. The algorithm for recognizing the "light regions" and "dark regions". The "light regions' endothelial cell nucleoli uses the surface and shadow are in blue and the "dark regions" are in red. information to locate the nucleoli in the nucleus, and determines a deposition destination by Delaunay triangulation. 436 endothelial cell nucleoli were 92% correctly recognized, demonstrating the potential of an automated adherent cell injection system to be developed by integrating the proposed image processing algorithm, which 
